The challenges of interdisciplinary education and its application on teaching ergonomics
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Abstract. The education in Brazil is still strongly based on traditional teaching methods that reinforce a passive attitude of the student. Despite the educational guidelines indicate the need for more liberating and interdisciplinary methodologies, there are few actions for change. Within this context, interdisciplinary appears as an important tool to help the creation of a new thinking in education, proposing the connection between the parts of an area of knowledge. In this way leading the student to develop a more critical and reflective thinking about the reality of the community where he lives. Being understood ergonomics as a scientific discipline that looks for the interactions among humans and other elements of a system in order to optimize human well-being and overall system performance, interdisciplinary has become essential in this process. The aim of this study was to discuss the educational foundations of interdisciplinarity and their applicability in the teaching of ergonomics in the context of Brazil.
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1. Introduction

The education in Brazil is still strongly based on traditional teaching methods, so that knowledge is passed already prepared and ready by the teacher, thus emphasizing the adoption of a passive attitude of the student [6].

This statement represents what is called as "banking education" by Freire [6], symbolizing the traditional teaching methods, based on memorization, repetition, without the student realize the meaning of information. The prevailing thought is that the teacher has the knowledge and on the other hand the student knows nothing. It’s supposed that the learner is unable to take control of himself, and should be led by people who know more than him.

Thus, this system is centered on the figure of the teacher holding the autonomy of knowledge, generating repetitive strategies, usually with lectures, and therefore creating a unilateral flow of communication, hindering the development of critical thinking by the learner. Most of the time the student assimilates what he is exposed, without question [17]. Given this context, education is seen as an act of depositing information in student's memory, hence the derivation of the term.

So, the traditional teaching, stimulates the formation of a passive student, that stores concepts and is unprepared to deal with practical issues, related to the reality he lives in. Educators and students are on the same context since, in this distorted view of education, there is no creativity, no transformation, there is no knowledge [6].

All this context is directly reflected in the newly formed professional, which often finds difficult to solve the most demanding market requirements [13]. Within this context, interdisciplinary appears as an important tool to help the creation of a new thinking in education, proposing the connection between the parts of an area of knowledge.
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There are several theories and concepts involved in defining interdisciplinary. In this study was used the idea of interdisciplinarity as the interaction between two or more disciplines, which may range from a simple communication of ideas to the mutual integration of the concepts of education and research [5].

In this way, interdisciplinary lead the student to develop a more critical and reflective thinking about the reality of the community where he lives. Being understood ergonomics as a “scientific discipline concerned with the understanding of interactions among humans and other elements of a system, and the profession that applies theory, principles, data and methods to design in order to optimize human well-being and overall system performance”[9], interdisciplinary has become essential in this process.

Looking for these points, is teaching of ergonomics in Brazil based on the educational practices of interdisciplinary? Which strategy could be used to introduce interdisciplinary as a method of teaching ergonomics?

So, the aim of this study was to discuss the educational foundations of interdisciplinarity and their applicability in the teaching of ergonomics in the context of Brazil.

2. Method

This study refers to a review on interdisciplinary applied to ergonomics. The bibliography was obtained through electronic and print research, regardless of the time of publication. The papers were served on the international and domestic data basis: PubMed, Lilacs, Scielo-Brasil and BIREME. The keywords used to search were: Competency-Based Education; Higher Education; Problem-Based Learning; Ergonomics; Attitudes, Practice, Interdisciplinary Research; Interdisciplinary Communication.

3. Findings

This review showed that the interdisciplinary is a concept used in many documents and aims of teaching plans, however ineffective in practice. Few studies had found interdisciplinary education models and results in universities.

Among the articles that describe this practice in Brazil, it was more common found on medicine courses [1]. No study described this methodology in discipline of ergonomics neither specialization. So the difficulties and needs for the implementation of systems based on critical and reflective professional were raised.

4. Discussion

For several reasons, the liberating education is not yet a reality in most cases of the courses in the area of health in Brazil.

The insertion of interdisciplinarity in the educational context involves a series of actions and presents itself as a complex process. This insertion is complex because it needs to join the institution, faculty and students [18], bringing many challenges such as break traditional models of teaching and training health professionals with skills that enable them to recover the dimension of care and the relationship between human [4].

Among the difficulties for the implementation of interdisciplinary as a teaching method in Brazil, the following points: needs to form an interdisciplinary group of professors [5]; changes in the education system and structures of pedagogical universities[8]; teacher training in several areas of knowledge without the dominance of the educational aspects involved in educational activity [16]; teachers necessity to develop a set of skills that qualify them for teaching these competences and dimensions: epistemological, pedagogical and social policy[14].

But the difficulties of change should not inhibit the educators. Many actions have been made in individual areas or small groups in an attempt to awaken to this need. It is important to begin the processes with traditional curricular structures for the purpose of the changes be made gradually and consistently.

The analysis from case studies raise some possible directions in order to implement changes in teaching methods [2, 3, 7, 15, 16]. They are:
- The practice as a basis for theoretical reflection;
- The use of basic sciences as an ongoing complement of the development of professional contents;
- Lecture as a possible tool for learning;
- Teaching focused on the needs of the community or company;
- To promote pro active posture in the students;
- Assessment tools aimed to capture the knowledge, skills and attitudes of students.
with primary goal of guiding corrections needed trajectories;
- Change in the characteristics of the subjects, directing the student to more concrete experience of simulated or for scientific initiation;
- Development of courses in closely with the needs of the labor market, or using their own manufacturing facilities as a classroom;
- Overhaul of lab activities by proposing problems whose solutions are unknown even by their own teacher, introducing a question of actual research and not simulated;
- Using an exercise program by replacing the single final exam.

Although the items mentioned generate major challenges and complex deployment to the academic community, the interdisciplinary may be included in the Brazilian universities. This input is extremely important in bringing an interdisciplinary approach based on logical, critical and reflective development about the professional's performance. This is an essential point in the formation of the ergonomist, which treat complex problems involving health, comfort and worker safety.
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